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11v11 - Defending

Set Up: Have a couple of small sided fields set up - Using cones for
goals is good.
As players arrive we should have them engaged in
constructive soccer activities - rondos, skills challenges or free play.
Free Play is that as they turn up they get into a scrimmage - start with
1v1 the 2v1, 2v2 and so on. Once it gets to 4v4 maybe start a new field
- the more small sided the games are the more touches the players
will get on the ball and be engaged from the start
This can be played before the session start time and no more than 10
minutes after the start time of your session
Coaching Points:
This free play does not need to be coached, just supervised - the
players can essentially choose their own teams if they want. No
specific rules or restriction in place as the session has not started -
LET THEM PLAY.

Free Play

Set Up:
2 lines opposite of each other
Player A plays into Player B feet
Player A closes down with speed and forces players to either direction
Player B tries to dribble through the gates
Player A is to have patience in winning the ball - move with speed -
expect/force a bad touch - get close enough to poke the ball away
from the attacker
Coaching points -
Understand the basics of 1v1 defending - Three S's - Approach with
SPEED, SLOW down of approach so not to over run or bump into
player and The SURF/ SIDE ON - Get one side of the player and use
your body to force them one way.
Defender should close down while the ball is moving
Get close enough to 'toe poke' ball away from the player and away
from danger
If you close down to slowly, you will allow the attacker too much time
and space

1v1 defending to gates

6 v 6 Pressure/Cover/Balance defending. 4 zones.
Initial defending team in zones A & C; Initial attacking  team in zones B
& D. (3 players in each zone). Coach plays ball into zone D. The goal
is for the players to pass the ball between the 3 team mates until they
can find a lane to pass through to their teammates in the opposite
zone. ie. Coach plays into zone D, their goal is to play a pass on the
ground to their teammates in zone B for a point. The defending players
in zone C work to provide pressure, cover, balance and to intercept
the pass without leaving their zone.  
If defenders in zone C intercept the pass they turn & play between
each other until they can play a pass through the zone B defenders to
their teammates in zone A. After 3 minutes have the defenders in zone
A move to zone C, C to A. B to D and D to B.
Progression:
1) Younger ages begin with 2 v 2
2) More advanced 4 v 4
Coaching Points:
Communication
Pressure (Direct towards your cover), Cover (Deny penetration of pass & dribble), Balance (Communicate and work as a group. Anticipate
balls path. Force mistakes)
Spacing between defensive players (stay compact, cut passing lanes forward)
Transition from switch over of possession.
Don't get crossed over (unless you are making last ditch tackles in and around your box)
Be aware of three things - player with the ball, players around you, space behind you.
Can you confront and put pressure on the ball to stop them playing forward?
- If yes, confront the ball and make sure they can only play sideways or backwards

Defending in units



- If no, creep forward while limiting the space between defensive lines to stop teams playing through you

Set up -
4 v 3 Defending Crosses - 
Using the attacking 3rd of an 11v11 field there are -
3 defenders making recovery runs from a central area
2 wide players who will take turns to cross the ball or to attack the back
post.
2 central attacking players who will initiate the play and then attack the
box/cross
1st server (middle attacker) plays a ball wide to one of the servers who
will run onto the ball, as soon as the ball is played wide, all players
can make their runs into the box to either defend or attack. The
opposite side to the server attacks the back post/part of the box. Make
sure the ball is played to opposite sides each time.
Once ball is cleared/out of play or in the net all lines return to the
starting position/ back of the line at their cone. Rotate roles and
positions every 3 or 4 minutes.
Objectives-
The attacking players attempt to score on the goal past the GK.  
The defending team defends and attempts to successfully clear the ball out of the playing grid, ideally getting the ball out of bounds or
over the coned area where the play started from.
Recovery runs from defenders are so import on counter attacking soccer - Can they get back in time to block the cross, are they in good
positions to cover Front back and middle of the goal/box. Do not rely on 1 or 2 players to do all the work. Work as a team.
Key Points -
Defending players switched on immediately when the pass is played wide.
Track forward runs.
Remain goal side and if possible ball side also. Be aware of body positioning - be able to see both players and ball.
Attack the ball and defend the space in front of the attacker.
Communication and Organization of the GK and back line.
Clear all balls from the box
Once cleared quickly push up the defending line and reorganize.
If GK calls for the ball defenders should screen and protect GK from incoming attacking runs.
Selection of correct clearance method (i.e. head, volley, foot, etc)
Attcking players should vary their runs to make it hard for the defending team to predict.

Recovery runs and Defending Crosses

Let them play
Try to encourage coaching points from throughout the session.

SSG - Scrimmage
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